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Abstract
The development of international surveys on children’s learning like PISA, PIRLS and
TIMSS—delivering comparable achievement measures across educational systems—
has revealed large cross-country variability in average performance and in the degree
of inequality across social groups. A key question is whether and how institutional
differences affect the level and distribution of educational outcomes. In this contribution, we discuss the difference-in-differences strategies employed in the existing
literature to evaluate the effect of early tracking on learning inequalities exploiting
international assessments administered at different age/grades. In their seminal paper,
Hanushek and Woessmann (Econ J 116:C63–C76, 2006) analyze with two-step estimation the effect of early tracking on overall inequalities, measured by test scores’ variability indexes. Later work of other scholars in the economics and sociology of education
focuses instead on inequalities among children of different family background, using
individual-level models on pooled data from different countries and assessments. In
this contribution, we show that individual pooled difference-in-differences models
are quite restrictive and that in essence they estimate the effect of tracking by double
differentiating the estimated cross-sectional family background regression coefficients
between tracking regimes and learning assessments. Starting from a simple learning
growth model, we show that if test scores at different surveys are not measured on
the same scale, as occurs for international learning assessments, pooled individual
models may deliver severely biased results. Instead, the scaling problem does not affect
the two-step approach. For this reason, we suggest using two-step estimation also to
analyze family-background achievement inequalities. Against this background, using
PIRLS-2006 and PISA-2012 we conduct two-step analyses, finding new evidence that
early tracking fosters both overall inequalities and family background differentials in
reading literacy.
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Introduction
In spite of the fundamental principle that all children should have the same learning
opportunities, large differentials are observed among socioeconomic and demographic
groups in the share of students attending academic upper secondary programs and
obtaining tertiary education (Jackson 2013). Along inequalities in educational attainment, national and international standardized learning assessments have highlighted the
existence of substantial differentials across social groups also in the children’s level of
competences and curricular knowledge at earlier stages of schooling. The persistency of
educational inequalities is an issue of major concern among social scientists, both as a
problem of social justice per se, and for its societal and economic consequences. In fact,
the literature emphasizes education as one of the major factors affecting the degree of
income inequality (De Gregorio and Lee 2002) and social cohesion (Green et al. 2006),
and there is ample evidence that the cognitive skills of the population and their distribution strongly affect economic growth (Hanushek and Woessmann 2015).
The development of international surveys on children’s learning like PISA, PIRLS and
TIMSS—delivering comparable achievement measures across educational systems—has
revealed large cross-country variability in average performance and in the degree of inequality across social groups. A key question is whether and how institutional differences
affect the level and distribution of educational outcomes. By exploiting the institutional
variability existing at the cross-national level, international assessments allow to investigate empirically the role played by the characteristics of school systems (for extensive
reviews, see Hanushek and Woessmann 2011; Woessmann 2016).
The age of tracking is indubitably the institutional feature that has raised the greatest debate. Tracking occurs when children choose between (or are placed into) different
school-types to follow educational programs with different prestige level and learning
targets. The age of formal tracking varies greatly across countries: between age 10 in
many German states to age 16 in UK and in Nordic European countries. Instead, the
American and Canadian schooling systems are comprehensive up to the end of secondary school, at age 18. Arguments in favor of early tracking relate to the potential advantages of instruction with homogeneous groups of children. Opponents of early tracking
argue that it fosters educational inequalities. Firstly, children of higher socioeconomic
backgrounds, by receiving more familial support, tend to be more motivated and to perform better even at a young age. Thus, early tracking exposes young children to homogeneous learning environments in terms of both ability and socioeconomic fabric. If peer
effects operate, this segregation could be detrimental to children from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Secondly, children of disadvantaged backgrounds are less likely to choose
the academic track (and thus to be exposed to more ambitious learning content) even
at similar levels of prior performance (Jackson 2013). A strong influence of families on
their offspring’s educational choices—likely to enhance social origin inequalities because
costs and benefits may be evaluated differently across backgrounds and because of information asymmetries—is more likely to occur when tracking occurs at an early age, and
with weaker ability restrictions (Checchi and Flabbi 2013; Contini and Scagni 2011).
Because of its relevance, many scholars have analyzed the effect of tracking on achievement. Some studies exploit educational reforms put into effect in some regions or countries (Meghir and Palme, 2005 on Sweden; Malamud and Pop-Eleches 2011 on Romania;
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Piopiunik 2014 on Bavaria; Kerr et al. 2013 on Finland). However, specific institutional
reforms are implemented only in few countries and typically at once, so the impact of
institutions cannot always be investigated in this way. Moreover, one should rely on
before and after comparisons that may confound the effects of policies with other country and cohort effects (Brunello and Checchi 2007); even when they have high internal
validity, the findings may not be easily generalized to different contexts.
Other studies exploit the cross-country institutional variability and utilize the international learning assessments to estimate educational production functions, i.e. individuallevel models of achievement, on data pooled together from all countries. A number of
contributions focus on the effect of tracking on family background inequalities at given
age or stages of schooling (e.g. Brunello and Checchi 2007; Schuetz et al. 2008; Horn
2009; Woessmann 2010; Bol et al. 2014; Chmielewski and Reardon 2016). However, evaluating the impact of institutions exploiting cross-country variability is problematic with
cross-sectional data, because of the difficulty to control for unobserved system-level factors potentially affecting inequalities at all schooling stages.
For this reason, in their seminal work Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) propose to
use two cross-sectional surveys held at different age or grades and employ a differencein-differences strategy. This method, commonly used in econometric analyses, solves
the problem of unobserved country-level heterogeneity by analyzing the outcome variable at two or more time points and examining the extent to which differences over time
vary between treated and control units (hence, difference-in-differences). The underlying assumption is that if no causal effect were at work the two groups would experience the same time change: evidence of a divergence in this change signals a treatment
effect. In particular, Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) apply difference-in-differences to
test scores’ variability indexes, finding that variability increases in early tracking relative
to late tracking countries. More recently, other scholars have adapted their approach to
analyze how early tracking affects learning inequalities across social groups by applying difference-in-differences to family-background differentials (e.g. Waldinger 2007;
Jakubowski 2010; Ammermueller 2013; Ruhose and Schwerdt 2016).
Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) use two-step estimation: in the first step, they estimate the variability indexes for each country and survey; in the second step, they analyze
variability at t = 2 as a function of variability at t = 1 and the early tracking indicator. As
described below in more detail, the parameter of interest is the coefficient of early tracking in this second step. The later studies, instead, pool together the micro-data from all
countries and both assessments, and estimate individual-level achievement models with
individual- and system-level explanatory variables (including the tracking regime), the
time of the survey, various two-way interaction terms and a three-way interaction term
between family background, time of the survey and the early tracking indicator. The
coefficient of the latter term is meant to capture the effect of tracking on family background inequalities (i.e. the difference between the variation in the family background
coefficients over time in early and late tracking regimes).
The comparison of the behavior of the estimates in individual pooled-data models and two-step strategies in standard cross-sectional studies has been the object of
recent methodological work (Heisig et al. 2017; Bryan and Jenkins 2016). In this paper,
we analyze these strategies when applied to difference-in-difference modeling. Our
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aim is to compare two-step and pooled individual models in terms of their capacity to
deliver meaningful findings on the effect of institutional features on family-background
achievement inequalities. More specifically, we address an issue that to our knowledge
is completely missing in the sociology and economics of education literatures, related
to the fact that test scores released by different international assessments are not vertically equated, i.e. achievement is not measured on the same scale as children grow up.
We demonstrate that when the dependent variable follows different metrics over time,
difference-in-difference estimation on pooled individual models relies on unnecessary
and often untenable constraints, and thus may yield to meaningless findings. Instead, we
show that this issue does not affect the two-step estimation strategy.
Against this background, by employing the data on reading literacy in PIRLS 2006 and
PISA 2012, we carry out an empirical analysis of the effect of tracking on learning inequalities in reading literacy, using two-step analysis. Firstly, we replicate the analysis proposed by Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) on the test score’s standard deviation with
more recent data; secondly, we analyze how tracking affects inequalities among children
of different socioeconomic origin. Altogether, we provide new evidence that early tracking contributes to increasing overall variability and in particular the gap between children of different social backgrounds.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the
difference-in-difference strategies employed in the existing literature to evaluate institutional effects on achievement inequalities. We start by describing the two-step approach
employed by Hanushek and Woessamnn (2006), who analyze the effect of early tracking
on country-level variability measures, and then move to the individual pooled models
used to study the effects on family background learning inequalities. We show that individual pooled models are quite restrictive and that in essence they estimate the effect
of tracking by double differentiating the (cross-sectional) family background regression
coefficients between tracking regimes and learning assessments. In the next section,
we address the scaling issue: starting from a simple learning growth model, we outline
the mechanisms at play and show that if test scores at different surveys are not measured on the same scale—as occurs for international learning assessments—differentiating cross sectional regression coefficients conveys little information on how inequalities
develop as children grow older. We then analyze how the scaling issue affects the results
of individual pooled difference-in-difference models and demonstrate that the estimates
of institutional effects delivered by pooled individual models may be severely biased.
In the following section, extending the simple approach of Hanushek and Woessamnn
(2006) to the analysis of the effect of early tracking on family background inequalities,
we propose a more flexible two-step estimation strategy, first describing individual
achievement differentials within countries and then relating family-background regression coefficients to institutional variables. In the next section, we describe our empirical
analysis and discuss the results. Conclusions follow.

Literature review
International learning surveys were designed to evaluate education systems by testing the skills and knowledge of students of different age in different domains. The
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) evaluates reading literacy,
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mathematics and science on children of age 15 (OECD 2014). The Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) focuses on pupils in grade 4 (Mullis et al. 2012a)
and the Trends in Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) on pupils in grades 4 and 8
(Mullis et al. 2012b). By providing comparable measures of competencies across countries, these international learning surveys are increasingly employed to analyze how
educational systems affect achievement (Hanushek and Woessmann, 2011; Woessmann
2016). In this section, we analyze the empirical strategies most frequently adopted in the
literature to evaluate the effects of system-level features on achievement inequalities and
compare difference-in-difference strategies in terms of their underlying assumptions and
restrictions.
A number of contributions analyze test scores delivered by a single assessment administered at a given age or stage of schooling. While some studies focus on the effects of
educational institutions (e.g. tracking, central examinations, school autonomy) on mean
performance (Woessmann 2005, 2010; Fuchs and Woessmann 2007), others analyze the
effects on inequality of opportunity, operationalized as family-background performance
differentials (Brunello and Checchi 2007; Schuetz et al. 2008; Horn 2009; Woessmann
2010; Bol et al. 2014; Chmielewski and Reardon 2016). Focusing on the effect of early
tracking, Schuetz et al. (2008) and Horn (2009) report a substantive negative effect of
tracking on social background inequalities in children’s performance, whereas Brunello
and Checchi (2007) find the opposite effect on adult’s cognitive skills. Bol et al. (2014)
investigate how central examinations affect the association between tracking and family
background inequalities. Chmielewski and Reardon (2016) provide evidence that tracking also enhances income achievement inequalities. A two-step approach is employed
in some cases (Schuetz et al. 2008; Woessmann 2010; Chmielewski and Reardon 2016).
In the first step, the parameter of interest is estimated separately for each country with
individual-level achievement models, in the second, the relation between this parameter
and system-level features is analyzed with a simple country-level model. Other scholars, instead, pool together the international data and estimate individual achievement
models with institutional features as country-level explanatory variables (Woessmann
2005; Fuchs and Woessmann 2007; Schuetz et al. 2008; Bol et al. 2014). Models focusing
on inequalities also include an interaction term between family background and institutional features: the parameter of interest is the coefficient of this interaction, capturing
how family background differentials vary with educational institutions. Hence, although
apparently substantially different, what two-step and pooled individual models do in
essence is to compare family-background regression coefficients across educational
systems.
However, models based on a single learning assessment are open to criticism because
they do not allow controlling for other cross-country institutional, cultural and societal differences affecting inequalities also before tracking takes place. To overcome this
problem, Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) propose difference-in-difference modeling
by exploiting surveys held at different stages of the schooling career, in order to study
how inequality evolves in early tracking countries relative to late tracking countries.
This strategy allows controlling for unobserved system-level factors affecting learning
inequalities already existing before the first survey. More specifically, Hanushek and
Woessmann (2006) use PIRLS (4th grade) + PISA (age 15) to investigate the effects of
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tracking on reading literacy and TIMSS (4th grade) + TIMSS (8th grade) to investigate
the effects on math. The rationale is that while in 4th grade children are still in comprehensive school everywhere, in 8th grade (or at age 15) they have already been tracked in
some countries while in others they have not. The focus is on the effect of early tracking
on the overall test scores’ variability across individuals (measured by the standard deviation and selected inter-percentile ranges). Using two-step estimation, they find that in
tracked systems variability increases over time relative to untracked ones, concluding
that early tracking increases learning inequalities.
Drawing on this idea, a number of scholars (Waldinger 2007; Jakubowski 2010;
Ammermueller 2013) employ difference-in-difference strategies to analyze the effect
of early tracking or other educational institutions on achievement differential across
social origin. Interestingly, these papers reach conflicting conclusions. Similarly, Ruhose
and Schwerdt (2016) use difference-in-differences to study the effect of early tracking on achievement inequalities related to the migration background. Differently from
Hanushek and Woessmann (2006), these scholars do not rely on two-step estimation;
instead, they employ an extended version of the individual-level model, estimated on
pooled data from all countries and the two assessments. The dependent variable is the
test-score; explanatory variables include family background, institutional characteristics
(most often, an indicator of early tracking), timing of the assessment and all two- and
three-level interaction terms between these variables. The coefficient of the three-level
interaction is intended to capture the extent to which family background inequalities
vary over time in educational systems with certain characteristics (e.g. early tracking)
relative to educational systems with other characteristics (e.g. late tracking). We will
show that due to the different scaling of test scores in the different assessments, this
strategy may deliver strongly biased results.
Before moving to the examination of the difference-in-difference models in the existing literature, it is useful to review how inequality is conceived and operationalized in
this literature.
• Overall achievement inequality focuses on differences among individuals, regardless of their characteristics. It can be measured by any variability index, for example
the test scores’ standard deviation or differences between selected percentiles of the
achievement distribution (Hanushek and Woessmann 2006).
• Inequality of opportunity between family backgrounds focuses on average differences
between children of different family backgrounds—usually conceived as social background or, less frequently, as ethnic or migratory background. It can be measured by
the family background regression coefficient in a regression model with other exogenous individual characteristics as controls.
How do these two measures relate? Let γ be the family background coefficient at a
given survey. In a stylized model with only one explanatory variable, under the usual
2
OLS assumptions: σy2 = γ σx2 + σε2. Hence, overall inequality σy2 depends on the familybackground-specific effect (γ ), on the variability of family background in the population
(σx2 ), and on the influence of other factors independent of family background (σε2). This
simple expression shows that overall achievement inequality and family background
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inequalities are distinct phenomena: indeed, they are related, but their relation need not
to be strong.
Overall inequalities: Hanushek and Woessmann’s seminal paper

In their seminal paper, Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) analyze the effect of early
tracking on overall achievement inequalities, as measured by variability indexes like the
scores’ standard deviation. More specifically, they use two-step estimation: (i) in step-1,
they estimate the SD in each country and at each assessment; (ii) in step-2, they examine
the relation between the SD at t = 2 and the institutional variable I indexing early tracking, given the SD at t = 1. In particular, they estimate the simple linear model:

SD2c = a + bSD1c + dIc + uc

(1)

where subscript c denotes the country and 1 and 2 index the time of the survey. I is the
binary variable indexing early tracking and u captures country-level unobserved characteristics affecting how inequalities develop between late primary school (t = 1) and secondary school (t = 2).
The effect of tracking is represented by d , the average difference in the level of inequality at t = 2 between tracked and untracked systems, given the level of inequalities already
existing at t = 1. The advantage relative to models based on single surveys is that due to
conditioning on SD at t = 1, unobserved factors influencing inequalities developed up to
t = 1 are taken under control. Indeed, (1) does not control for unobserved system-level
factors affecting the development of inequalities between the two surveys. The identifying assumption is that u is orthogonal to the tracking regime; in other words, inequality
changes between t = 1 and t = 2 should only depend on tracking or on other system-level
features not correlated to the tracking regime.
Family background inequalities: pooled individual models

In the existing literature, the analyses of institutional effects on family background
achievement inequalities follow a different modeling strategy. Individual data on different countries and assessments are pooled together, and test scores are assumed to vary
with individual variables including family background, the assessment, and institutional
characteristics. The strength of the family background coefficient is allowed to vary
according to these institutional features.1
The simplest model adopted in the literature (Waldinger 2007; Jakubowski 2010;
Ruhose and Schwerdt 2016) is:
Model M1

Yitc = α0c + α1 T + α2 Ic T + π Xitc + ξ1 Fitc + 1 Fitc Ic + ξ2 Fitc T + 2 Fitc TIc + εitc

(2)

where Y is the measure of achievement, F is family background, I is the country-level
binary variable indexing the early tracking regime, X is a vector of individual controls,
1

Note that this strategy cannot be employed when inequality is conceived as a variability index, because family background differentials are expressed as differences between average performances across individuals, whereas variability
indexes are not.
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T is a binary variable indexing the secondary school survey. Subscripts i, c and t refer
to the individual, country and survey; thus, Yi1c is the test score in primary school and
Yi2c is the test score in secondary school. Several individual (or school-level) controls
and a country-level error component may also be included, but are not shown here for
simplicity. The intercept α0c is a country-specific fixed effect (estimated with country
dummy variables), thus it need not to be independent of the other explanatory variables. The parameter of main interest is 2, the coefficient of the 3-level interaction term.
Denote the family background coefficients at t = 1 and t = 2 as γ1 and γ2. The following
relations hold: γ1 = ξ1 + 1 I , and γ2 = (ξ1 + ξ2 ) + (2 + 2 )I . The identifying assumption is that the achievement gap among family backgrounds at both surveys may vary
across countries only depending on the tracking regime. Instead, unobserved countrylevel characteristics may influence mean achievement, but may not affect family-background differentials.
Additional restrictions involving also the following model M2 are that the individual
error term has the same variance across countries and that the coefficients of all other
control variables are fixed across surveys and countries. This may be a substantial limitation: as shown by Guiso et al. (2008) and Penner (2008), for example, gender inequalities
greatly differ across countries.2
A more flexible model includes country/time fixed effects (Ammermueller 2013) is:
Model M2

Yitc = α0tc + π Xitc + ξ1c Fitc + ξ2 Fitc T + 2 Fitc TIc + εitc

(3)

Here the intercept α0tc may vary freely across countries and over time, and is estimated
as a fixed effect by including country-time dummy variables. Family background coefficients in primary school are also unconstrained and estimated as fixed effects (hence
γ1c = ξ1c). Instead, their variation between t = 1 and t = 2 depends only on institutional
changes. Coefficients at t = 2 are γ2c = ξ1c + (ξ2 + 2 I). The underlying assumptions are
weaker in M2 than in M1, because unobserved country characteristics are allowed to
affect family background inequalities at t = 1; instead, the change in family background
inequalities between t = 1 and t = 2 may vary across countries only with the tracking
regime I.
Since in these models the relation between γ2 an γ1 can be expressed as:

γ2c = γ1c + (ξ2 + 2 Ic )

(4)

(in M1 this further simplifies, since γ1c = ξ1 + 1 Ic ), the parameter of main interest 2
corresponds to the standard difference-in-difference definition:

 

DID = E(γ 2 |I = 1) − E(γ2 |I = 0) − E(γ 1 |I = 1) − E(γ1 |I = 0)
(5)
representing the double difference in the family background regression coefficients
between the two surveys (i.e. between secondary and primary schooling), and between

2

Limitations of pooled data models when the effects of individual variables vary across countries in standard crosssectional analyses are discussed in Heisig et al. (2017).
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tracked (I = 1) and untracked (I = 0) educational systems, but can also be interpreted as
E(γ 2 |γ1 , I = 1) − E(γ2 |γ1 , I = 0).

Validity of pooled individual difference‑in‑differences models
In this section we discuss the validity of the results delivered by pooled individual difference-in-differences models when evaluating the effect of institutional characteristics
on learning inequalities. First, we review the scaling issue when comparing the achievement of children in different assessments, second we focus on the consequences on the
difference-in-differences models employed in the existing literature.
The core question when evaluating the effect of early tracking on family background
inequalities with difference-in-difference strategies is: Do family background differentials
in achievement increase more (or decrease less) in tracked systems relative to untracked
systems? Hence, we face the problem of assessing how inequalities develop as children
grow older in different educational systems. We start by saying that we will not address
issues related to the tests’ constructs. Scholars usually utilize TIMSS math test scores in
4th and 8th grade, designed by IEA3 to measure curricular competencies, or PIRLS and
PISA’s reading test scores that, despite being administered by different agencies (IEA and
OECD), are considered to follow similar constructs (Zuckerman et al. 2013).
Instead, we will focus on the fact that test scores in international assessments are not
vertically equated, i.e. achievement is not measured on the same scale at different grades.
As discussed by Bond and Lang (2013), scaling issues in test scores make it difficult to
analyze the development of average test score differentials over time. Our rationale is
the following. If expressed in different metrics, cross-sectional regression coefficients
are not comparable across surveys: their difference (γ2 − γ1 ) is meaningless. We show
this rather trivial point below, based on a stylized structural achievement growth model.
We will then re-interpret under these lenses the results delivered by the difference-indifference strategies based on individual pooled models. For some reason, the scaling
issue has been ignored in this literature: we presume that the implicit assumption is that
with the double differencing the scaling issue would disappear. We will show this is generally not the case.
Comparing achievement inequalities as children grow: the scaling issue

To analyze the evolution of inequalities at different stages of schooling, we have to compare test scores’ inequality measures across assessments administered to children of
different age. A relevant distinction in this case is between vertically equated and nonequated tests. In equated tests, some items appear in both assessments, allowing their
“anchoring” (Bond and Lang 2013). This enables to express test scores in a common metric and evaluate achievement growth. However, international assessments held at different grades/age are not equated. As a result, as we discuss below, comparing achievement
inequalities over time is generally not meaningful with original test scores delivered by
the international agencies (standardized across countries), and conveys only limited
information on the evolution of inequalities when using within-country standardized

3

International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.
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test scores (produced by standardizing original scores relative to each country’s mean
and SD).
Consider a stylized model of learning development according to which abilities of a
cohort of children cumulate over time, so that achievement at time t equals achievement
at time t − 1 plus a growth component (Contini and Grand 2017). This can be viewed as
an ideal model of cognitive ability, assuming that ability can be measured on a meaningful interval scale and that it evolves linearly. Initial ability and growth may be affected by
ascribed individual characteristics such as family background (e.g. socioeconomic status, minority, ethnic or immigrant origin) or gender.
Suppose we have two cross sectional surveys assessing students’ learning in a given
country at different stages of the educational career, t = 1 and t = 2. In order to keep the
formalization as simple as possible, we posit no measurement error, so that test scores
are perfect measures of cognitive ability.
Same scale

Assume that test scores are measured on the same scale in the two assessments. Let yi2
be the score of individual i at t = 2 and yi1 her score at t = 1. To simplify the exposition,
we refer to a single explanatory variable F (but clearly other individual controls should
be included) and assume that:

yi1 = µ1 + ρFi + εi1 .

(6)

In our current example, F is an indicator of family background, with F = 1 for high
background and F = 0 for low family background. Achievement at t = 2 is given by
achievement at t = 1 plus achievement growth δ:

yi2 = yi1 + δi .

(7)

Growth may be assumed to depend linearly on explanatory variables and may also
depend on previous achievement:

δi = � + βFi + θyi1 + εi2

(8)

β measures whether children of high backgrounds improve or worsen their performance between t = 1 and t = 2, relative to equally performing children of low backgrounds
at t = 1: we call this “new inequalities” developed between the two assessments. Instead,
θ captures carry-over effects of pre-existing inequalities. The total effect of family background operating between t = 1 and t = 2 is (β + ρθ), given by the sum of the direct effect
given previous achievement and the indirect effect via previous achievement.
With longitudinal data it is possible to evaluate achievement growth for each child,
estimate model (8) and identify the structural parameters β and θ , disentangling the two
different mechanisms at play in the development of inequalities over time. With crosssectional data, the longitudinal model and the structural parameters model β and θ are
not identified.4 Nonetheless, the total effect (β + ρθ) is still identified. Consider the
cross-sectional model at t = 2:

4

In particular circumstances identification of β is possible with pseudo-panel techniques (Contini and Grand 2017).
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yi2 = � + βFi + (1 + θ)yi1 + εi2 = cost + (β + (1 + θ )ρ)Fi + (1 + θ)εi1 + εi2 .
The cross-sectional coefficient at t = 2 is:

(9)

(β + (1 + θ)ρ)
and the difference between
(β + (1 + θ)ρ) − ρ = β + ρθ.

the

coefficients

at

t=1

and

t=2

is

Different scales

International learning assessments, as many national surveys, are cross-sectional,
and achievement is measured on different scales as children grow older. Moreover,
test scores are not vertically equated. In this case, we have to distinguish between the
observed scores y′1 and the (unknown) scores y1 representing achievement at t = 1
according to the scale employed at t = 2. In this case, the difference between the crosssectional regression coefficients at t = 2 and t = 1 does not identify β + ρθ . Assuming
for simplicity a linear relation between these scales (where ϕ, and ω are unknown and
unidentifiable):

yi1 = ϕ + ωy′i1

(10)

from (6) we obtain the model relating observed scores y′i1 to family background F :

y′i1 = const +

ρ
εi1
Fi +
ω
ω

(11)

so the estimable F-regression coefficient at t = 1 is ωρ and represents the total family background differential developed up to t = 1 in the metric of the first assessment. The coefficient at t = 2 is given by (9). Patently, if ω = 1, the difference between the estimable
cross-sectional regression coefficients at the two assessments:

β + (1 + θ )ρ) −

ρ
ω

(12)

differs from β + ρθ and delivers meaningless results.

Standardized test scores

The most common strategy adopted in the existing literature to overcome the difficulties in comparing test scores measured on different scales is to standardize scores and
compare average z-scores of individuals of different backgrounds as children age (e.g.
Fryer and Levitt 2004; Goodman et al. 2009; Reardon 2011; Jerrim and Choi 2013). If we
want to analyze the development of family background inequalities in a given country,
the standardization is obtained relative to the country mean and standard deviation. In a
regression framework, this amounts to comparing regression coefficients of models run
on within-country standardized scores. Being invariant to the score metric, these quantities are comparable:
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ρ/ω
ρ
=
σy′
σy1

(13)

(1 + θ )ρ + β
σy2

(14)

1

E(z2 |F = 1) − E(z2 |F = 0) =

The difference between (13) and (14) informs on how many standard deviations two
individuals of different family backgrounds are apart at t = 2 as compared to t = 1. However, within-country variability is generally not the same across assessments, so this difference also depends on the standard deviations. As a result, the sources of the observed
change are unclear. Children’s achievement is not influenced only by family background:
if in a country the test-scores’ variability increases because of growing differentials
related to other characteristics (e.g. increasing gender inequalities), we could observe
decreasing family background inequalities even if θ > 0 and β > 0.5 Hence, even if the
comparison of regression coefficients on standardized scores is not meaningless, their
difference does not allow to identify β + ρθ and is not fully informative on how inequalities related to family background evolve over time.
Relating cross‑sectional regression coefficients at different surveys

Once again, let us denote the family background coefficients at t = 1 and t = 2 as γ1 and
γ2. Under the stylized achievement growth model (6)–(10), it is trivial to show that with
same scale scores the relation between the regression coefficients at the two cross-sectional assessments is:

γ2 = γ1 + k

(15)

because γ1 = ρ and γ2 = (β + (1 + θ )ρ) = ρ + (β + ρθ ), so k = β + ρθ.
Instead, with different scale test scores:

γ2 = ωγ1 + k

(16)

because γ2 = ρ + (β + ρθ ) and γ1 = ωρ , γ2 = ω ωρ + (β + ρθ ) = ωγ1 + k .
This result is crucial because the implied relation (4) existing between the F-coefficients in pooled individual difference-in-differences models M1 and M2, corresponds
to the case where ω = 1, thus is not valid under the different-scale case, occurring for
international learning assessments.
The scaling issue in difference‑in‑differences pooled individual models

We have shown above that the difference between regression coefficients γ2 and γ1 when
test scores are not equated is generally meaningless. In the previous section we reviewed
the difference-in-difference strategies employed in the literature on educational inequalities and highlighted that, in essence, individual pooled models identify the effect of
early tracking or other institutional features on family background inequalities, by taking

5

However, it can be shown however that a positive difference between (13) and (14) implies β > 0.
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the (double) difference of cross-sectional regression coefficients relative to assessments
administered at different children’s age.
The key question now is: Does the double differentiation of regression coefficients solve
the scaling problem? Starting from the stylized achievement growth model presented
above, we now show that the answer is no.
To fix ideas, for a specific cohort of children think of PIRLS (4th grade) as the assessment at t = 1 and PISA (age 15) as the assessment at t = 2.6 Data are cross-sectional and
test scores are not equated. Following the structural model, achievement depends on
family background at t = 1 and t = 2 according to (9) and (11). Thus, regression coefficients, in the most general setting variable across countries, may be expressed as:

γ1c = ρc /ω at t = 1
γ2c = βc + (1 + θc )ρc at t = 2

(17)

where ω reflects the different scale used to measure test scores in the two surveys.
Difference‑in‑differences with model M1

In model M1, regression coefficients are allowed to vary across countries only according
to the tracking system. Recall that in this case DID amounts to:

(E(γ2 |I = 1) − E(γ2 |I = 0)) − (E(γ1 |I = 1) − E(γ1 |I = 0))
where γ1 and γ2 are the cross-sectional regression coefficients of family background in
the two assessments, I = 1 represents early tracking systems and I = 0 late tracking systems. Substituting the structural parameters (17) into this expression, and recalling that
M1 assumes that the coefficients vary across countries only according to the tracking
regime, we obtain:

DID = [(βI=1 + (1 + θI=1 )ρI=1 ) − (βI=0 + (1 + θI=0 )ρI=0 )] − [(ρI=1 − ρI=0 )/ω]
(18)
The first term in square brackets is the difference between the regression coefficients
in tracked and untracked systems in secondary school; the second one is the difference
between the regression coefficients in tracked and untracked systems in primary school.
This expression delivers meaningful results only in very peculiar circumstances: (i) in
the fortuitous case that the different scales employed to measure achievement in the two
assessments were additively related (ω = 1); (ii) in the fortuitous case that the degree of
inequality at t = 1 happened to be equal in tracked and untracked systems (ρI=1 = ρI=0 );
(iii) in the fortuitous case that the degree of inequality at t = 2 happened to be equal in
tracked and untracked systems, i.e. if βI=1 + (1 + θI=1 )ρI=1 = βI=0 + (1 + θI=0 )ρI=0 .
In general, however, the effect of tracking ends up being estimated by the difference
between non-comparable quantities: the double differentiation does not solve the scaling
problem.7

6

As the (longitudinal) growth model (7), (8) refers to a specific population of children, the cross-sectional coefficients
derived in the paper apply to children belonging to the same cohort, or conditional on the assumption that no cohorteffects exist.

7

See also the simulation exercise in the Additional file 1, Appendix.
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Difference‑in‑differences with model M2

In model M2 inequalities at t = 1 are unconstrained, whereas the changes occurring
between t = 1 and t = 2 may only depend on the tracking regime. For this reason we let ρ
vary freely across countries (indicated as ρc ), but constrain β and θ to depend on tracking. Substituting the corresponding regression coefficients into the expression for the
standard DID we obtain:
[(βI=1 + (1 + θI=1 )EI=1 (ρc )) − (βI=0 + (1 + θI=0 )EI=0 (ρc ))]−[EI=1 (ρc ) − EI=0 (ρc )]/ω

(19)

where E(ρc ) is the expected value of ρ in a given tracking regime. Once again, the estimated DID depends on the unknown scaling factor ω and delivers meaningful results
only under the fortuitous circumstances described above for M1.8
A final consideration is in order. To illustrate that double differencing does not solve
the scaling problem we have relied on the restrictive stylized achievement growth model,
but we believe our conclusions are far more general. In essence, we have shown that the
flaws of individual pooled models M1–M2 are due the fact that they implicitly assume
same scaling and that double differencing does not help: if these considerations apply to
a simple model, they are very likely to hold also under more complex ones.

Two‑step estimation
We have shown that under the stylized achievement growth model described above, the
relation between the F-regression coefficients is of the type: γ2 = ωγ1 + k , but M1 and
M2 implicitly impose ω = 1. One might consider a more flexible two-level model—let
us call it M3—not imposing this restriction, with an individual-level model for each
country and assessment, and a country-level model relating regression coefficients and
institutional characteristics. In this sense, this model could be conceived as a “generalized” difference-in-differences model. An additional advantage of this specification is its
transparency: first- and second- step models are simple, their underlying assumptions
are clear, and the interpretation of the results is straightforward.
Model M3
The coefficients of the individual level model of test scores Y are allowed to vary freely
across countries and across assessments held at different stages of schooling:

Yitc = α0tc + γtc Fitc + ϕtc Xitc + εitc

(20)

The regression coefficients of family background at the two assessments may depend
on institutional characteristics and are related by a simple country-level linear model:

γ2c = a + bγ1c + dIc + uc

(21a)

where u captures country-level unobserved factors affecting inequalities developing
between t = 1 and t = 2, assumed to be uncorrelated to the tracking regime represented

8

See also the simulation exercise in the Additional file 1, Appendix.
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as before by a binary indicator I. In order to allow institutional effects to vary with previous inequalities, the model could also include an interaction term:

γ2c = a + bγ1c + dIc + gγ1c Ic + uc

(21b)

The effect of tracking is d + gγ1 (reducing to d in the case of no interaction), the
average difference in the family-background coefficients at t = 2 between tracked and
untracked systems given the corresponding coefficient at t = 1. This is consistent with
the non-standard DID definition:

DID = E(γ2 |γ1 , I = 1) − E(γ2 |γ1 , I = 0)
previously employed in Hanushek and Woessmann (2006) to analyze the effect of
early tracking of overall inequalities, conceived as test scores’ variability. The identifying assumption is that inequality changes between t = 1 and t = 2 only depend on the
tracking regime or on other system-level features not correlated to the tracking regime.
Clearly, the salience of this approach depends on the existence of sufficient cross-country variability in γ1c and a substantial overlap of the distributions of γ1c between the subgroups of countries identified by I = 0 and I = 1.9
Estimation of model M3 can be carried out in two steps, as in Hanushek and Woessmann (2006).
Step 1 In the first step, the family-background regression coefficients in (20) are estimated with individual level models separately for each country and assessment, so no a
priori restrictions are imposed on these coefficients over time or across countries. Since
country samples are large, first step estimation usually delivers highly reliable estimates.
As this specification also allows the coefficients of the control variables to vary across
countries, the F coefficients are more likely to be valid estimates of the true family-background net effect than in pooled models M1–M2.
Step 2 In the second step, the relation between family background regression coefficients and institutions is estimated with a simple linear model at the country-level, as in
(21a) or (21b). Notice that in principle second-step models can take any functional form
and include other country-level explanatory variables as controls. Yet, due to small sample size, simple models with few parameters should be employed in practice. Another
condition for the delivery of reliable estimates of (21a), (21b) is the existence of sufficient
variability in the γ1c distributions within institutional regimes.10 Notice that a major
criticism sometimes attributed to the two-step strategy is that second step estimation is
usually performed on small samples. However, although less explicit, this problem also
holds for individual-data pooled models, as the relevant sample size to the estimation of

9

Cross-country variability in γ1 is necessary for the model identification. A substantial overlap of the distributions of γ1
between the subgroups of countries is necessary because we are aiming at estimating inequalities at t = 2 given inequalities at t = 1, thus at the same level of γ1.

10
Using estimated values from a previous stage as a dependent variable in a second stage introduces downward biased
standard errors of the coefficients’ estimates, because the second step ignores the estimation error from the first stage.
Different software programs provide routines to address this specific issue. In the present context, however, not only
the dependent variable is estimated in a previous stage, but also an independent variable (the F-regression coefficient at
t = 1). This should lead to bias in the effect of the treatment variable I. At present, we are not aware of simple solutions to
this problem, so we neglect this issue. However, due to the large sample sizes in the first step (in the countries of interest
in PIRLS 2006: N = 3500–8000 and in PISA 2012: N = 5000–38,000), measurement error should be small and it should
not lead to substantial bias in second stage estimation.
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regression coefficients of country-level explanatory variables is the number of countries
(Wooldridge 2010; Bryan and Jenkins 2016).
Difference‑in‑differences definitions

Even if model M3 is more general than M1 and M2, the conclusion that when test scores are not on the same scale the standard
DID = (E(γ2 |I = 1) − E(γ2 |I = 0)) − (E(γ1 |I = 1) − E(γ1 |I = 0)) delivers meaningless
results holds true also for M3.
The advantage of M3 is that here the identification of the effect of early tracking is
reached by estimating the non-standard DID: E(γ2 |γ1 , I = 1) − E(γ2 |γ1 , I = 0), in second step models (21a) or (21b), that directly relate regression coefficients at t = 2 to the
tracking regime and regression coefficients at t = 1. The different scaling is no longer a
problem because in regression models there is no need for dependent and independent variables to be on the same scale (unless a priori restrictions on the coefficient of
dependent variables are imposed, as implicit in M2).
Identification of the structural parameters?

While the results described so far are very general, under the strict assumptions of the
stylized achievement growth model, we could even take some steps further and derive
some conclusions on the mechanism at play. According to (17), the following holds:

E(γ2c |γ1c ) = E(βc ) + ω(1 + E(θc ))γ1c .

(22)

Thus β is related to the intercept and θ to the slope. Let us allow γ2c to vary with the
tracking regime, according to (21a) and (21b):

γ2c = a + bγ1c + dIc + uc
γ2c = a + bγ1c + dIc + gγ1c Ic + uc
Equation (22) is consistent with the first specification if on average β (new family background inequality developed between t = 1 and t = 2) varies across countries with the
tracking regime and θ (carry-over effect of previously established inequalities) does not
vary with the tracking regime. It is consistent with the second if both β and θ vary with
the tracking regime.
Thus, in principle second-step estimation allows to draw some conclusions on the
mechanisms underlying how family background inequalities change over time. More
specifically: a resulting d = 0 suggests that β varies between tracked and untracked
regimes. Instead, g = 0 suggests that θ varies between tracked and untracked regimes.
In fact, even if E(θ ) is not identified when ω is unknown (i.e. when tests are not equated),
ωE(θ ) is identified and the expression ω(1 + E(θc |I = 1))≷ω(1 + E(θc |I = 0)) implies
E(θc |I = 1)≷E(θc |I = 0).
Due to the dependence of this result on restrictive assumptions, caution is advised
when interpreting two-step results in this manner, as the linear specification may be only
a convenience approximation of a potentially more complex relation between previous
and later achievement gaps. In addition, the intercept’s estimate is usually unstable with
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Table 1 Countries in the empirical analysis by tracking regime
Countries

Age of tracking

Dummy
tracking

Countries

Age of tracking

Dummy
tracking

Austria

10

1

Canada

18

0

Belgium

14

1

Denmark

16

0

Bulgaria

14

1

Latvia

16

0

France

15

1

Lithuania

16

0

Germany

10

1

New Zealand

16

0

Hungary

10

1

Norway

16

0

Israel

15

1

Poland

16

0

Italy

14

1

Romania

16

0

Luxembourg

12

1

Russian Fed

16

0

Netherlands

12

1

Spain

16

0

Slovakia

11

1

Sweden

16

0

Slovenia

15

1

USA

18

0

Source: see Appendix A, Table 5
Dummy tracking: = 1 if tracking occurs at age ≤ 15, 0 otherwise

Alternative definition (see Robustness checks in Appendix B): Dummy tracking: = 1 if tracking at age ≤ 14, 0 otherwise

small sample size, as occurs with cross-country models relying on a limited number of
countries.

Empirical analysis
Based on the methodological considerations developed in the previous sections, we now
illustrate the analysis of the effect of early tracking on family background inequalities
with two-step estimation, exploiting the international surveys on reading literacy PIRLS
2006 and PISA 2012. PIRLS interviews children attending 4th grade (children at age
9–10), while PISA focuses on 15-year-old children. The time span between these surveys is approximately equal to the distance between age 9–10 and 15, so PIRLS 2006 and
PISA 2012 can be thought as independent samples of a single birth cohort over time.
Following Abadie et al. (2015) who argue that a careful choice of the countries is necessary to reduce the risk of unobserved country level confounding factors, we consider
only European and Anglo-Saxon countries, as they share comparable schooling systems,
societal organization and cultures, ending up with 24 countries participating to both
assessments.
By tracking, we refer to the formal sorting process into schooling institutions providing different academic content and learning targets, while we do not consider other
forms of differentiation such as within-school ability-related streaming. We define countries as “tracked” if this sorting process on regular children takes place up to age 15, as
“untracked” otherwise. In our sample, we have 12 tracked and 12 untracked countries
(Table 1). However, we also carry out robustness checks with alternative tracking variables: a dummy classifying countries tracking at age 15 as untracked (since tracking has
taken place very recently) and the number of years since tracking.
In the empirical analyses, we focus on native children. The reason is twofold. Firstly,
because we wish to avoid introducing an additional source of heterogeneity acrosscountries, due to the different composition of the immigrant background population in
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terms of countries of origin, immigration waves, socioeconomic fabric, and to the linguistic distance between countries of origin and destination. Moreover, as highlighted
in Jakubowski (2010), some migrants were not in the country of the test in the 4th grade
or were not fully exposed to the country schooling system, so the results from the two
assessments may not be fully comparable. Secondly, because the relationship between
social background and immigrant background educational inequalities is weak. Countries with low social background inequalities, often display large immigrant backgroundspecific penalties (i.e. controlling for social background, Borgna and Contini 2014). In
this light, analyzing only native children has the advantage of avoiding confounding
effects of early tracking on social background inequalities due to the specific effects on
the immigrant background population.
In line with the methodological considerations developed in the previous sections, we
apply two-step analysis to family background inequalities, but we also analyze overall
inequalities (replicating the analyses carried out by Hanushek and Woessmann (2006)
on more recent data and a different set of countries). In the first step, for each country and assessment we estimate the test scores standard deviations and the family background regression coefficients with model (20). We include two variables to measure
family background, related to cultural capital: the log-number of books, regarded in the
literature as the best single predictor of student performance (Hanushek and Woessmann 2011), and a binary variable indexing whether at least one parent has tertiary
education.11 We also control for gender and age (see Appendix A for the definition of
individual-level variables). In the second step, we analyze the relationship between estimated inequalities at t = 2 and the tracking regime, given inequalities at t = 1.
First step results: preliminary findings

First-step regressions are run with R routines designed to handle plausible values and
complex sampling (Caro and Biecek 2017), using student replicate weights.12
To capture the effect of tracking on family background inequalities, instead of looking separately at the two explanatory variables, we focus on the linear combination of
the coefficients of the two variables log-number of books and the parental education
dummy, highlighting the effect of tracking on the test-scores differential between children with tertiary educated parents and “many” books (n = 500), and children with nontertiary educated parents and “few” books (n = 5) books. If c1 and c2 are the estimates of
the two coefficients, in the tables below we report c1 (ln (500) − ln (5))+ c2 and name it
F-gap.

11
We use the number of books in the home and parental education (as reported by children) as measures of SES as they
are the most frequently employed in this strand of literature. This occurs most likely because: i) as already stated, the
number of books is the single best predictor of achievement; ii) they are available in both assessments and are flawed
by lower shares of missing data than the corresponding parental reports, or than information on parental occupation.
It must be noted, however, that based on comparisons between children’s and parents’ reports, and assuming that the
latter are correct, these measures do not appear to have high reliability (Jerrim and Micklewright 2014). In the presence of classical measurement error, the consequence would be the underestimate of the SES effect but if the errors are
similar in size across countries, the country rankings of inequality should not be affected (ibid.). The direction of the bias
is difficult to predict in difference-in-differences analyses, because it applies to both an independent and the dependent
variables (see also footnote 10, dealing with another source of possible measurement error). This issue is out of the scope
of the present paper, so we will not make further reference to it, and assume that our main results will not be heavily
affected by measurement error in SES indicators.
12

The full set of first step results is available from the authors upon request.
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Table 2 Country-level absolute measures of inequality and rankings
Original scores
SD1

SD2

Country rankings
F-gap1

F-gap 2

SD1

SD2

F-gap 1

F-gap 2

Tracked

67.2 (12.4)

97.3 (9.5)

83.5 (19.2)

134.5 (22.3)

11.3 (7.9)

15.5 (6.5)

13.0 (7.3)

16.3 (5.9)

Untracked

69.5 (9.4)

90.3 (6.1)

83.4 (22.4)

114.0 (13.5)

13.7 (6.3)

9.5 (6.7)

12.0 (7.1)

8.7 (6.1)

Standard deviations in parenthesis. Rank: 1 = smallest, N = largest

Under the heading F-gap1 and F-gap2 we report results relative to the effect of tracking on the difference between tertiary
educated parents with the largest number of books and no tertiary educated parents with the lowest number of books:
F-gap = [ln(500) × c1+ c2] − ln(5) × c1

Table 3 Second step results. Cross-country regression models
Inequality measure
Overall inequalities

Family background
inequalities

SD

F-gap

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Constant

60.43***

78.55***

65.72***

85.77***

Tracking regime

8.01***

20.40***

Inequality measure at t = 1

0.430***

− 20.17

− 27.09

N countries

24

R2

0.468

Tracking∙Inequality measure at t = 1

0.170

0.579***

0.339*

24

24

24

0.530

0.573

0.649

0.410

0.569*

Under the heading SD we report results relative to the effects of tracking on the country standard deviation
Under the heading F-gap we report results relative to the effects of tracking on the difference between tertiary
educated parents with the largest number of books and no tertiary educated parents with the lowest number of books:
F-gap = [ln(500) × c1+ c2] − ln(5) × c1
Columns (1) and (3) refer to the model with no interaction; columns (2) and (4) to models with interaction between the
tracking indicator and inequality at t = 1
*0.05 < p value < 0.10, **0.01 < p value < 0.05, ***p value < 0.01

Focusing on overall inequality, we find that on average the SD at t = 1 (PIRLS) is
slightly larger in untracked than in tracked countries, whereas the relation reverts at
t = 2 (PISA), where tracked countries display larger values (Table 2). A similar pattern
holds when looking at family background inequalities, as the average achievement gap
between high and low strata (F-gap) is nearly the same at t = 1, while at t = 2 it becomes
much larger in tracked countries. Acknowledging that the interval scale of test scores is
sometimes questioned (Bond and Lang 2013), we also look at country rankings—from
smallest lo largest—obtaining similar results, but even more marked.

Second step estimation

To analyze overall inequalities, we replicate Hanushek and Woessman’s analyses and
estimate model (1), as well as an extended version of this model including an interaction
term between previous inequalities and the tracking regime. To analyze family background inequalities, we estimate models (21a) and (21b) relating the country-level measures of family-background inequality at t = 2 to the tracking regime, given inequality at
t = 1. Results are summarized in Table 3. The coefficients of prior inequalities are always
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Fig. 1 Family background effects at t = 2 and t = 1. F-gap in primary (PIRLS) and secondary school (PISA)

positive, indicating that countries with high inequalities in primary school also tend to
have high inequalities in secondary school.
Findings on overall inequalities—columns (1) and (2)—show that given SD in primary
school, the SD is higher on average in tracking countries. The interaction effect is positive but not statistically significant. On average, the SD at t = 2 is 8 point higher (i.e. 8%
of the average national SD) in tracked countries relative to untracked countries with the
same SD at t = 1. Our results are consistent with the results in Hanushek and Woessman
(2006), although they report substantially larger effects of early tracking (almost a quarter of a SD for reading literacy).
Findings on the effects of tracking on family background inequalities—columns (3) and
(4)—indicate that early tracking is associated to larger inequalities. Given educational
inequality already existing in primary school, the F-gap at age 15 is on average 20.4 score
units—0.204 standard deviations in the OECD distribution—higher in tracked than
in untracked systems. Adding the interaction term shows that the difference between
tracked and untracked countries tends to increase at higher levels of inequality at t = 1.
Similar results are found when considering countries tracking at age 15 as untracked (see
robustness checks in the Appendix B, Table 6), whereas no interaction effect is observed
when considering the number of years since tracking (Appendix B, Table 7).
In Fig. 1 we show the scatter diagram depicting observed family background inequalities (the F-gap) at t = 2 against the corresponding values at t = 1. The straight line represents the predicted relation by tracking regime, according to the estimates of model
(21b) reported in column (4) of Table 3. First of all, this graph shows that in primary
school family background inequalities vary considerably across countries even within
tracking regimes. Secondly, it shows that at low levels of family background inequality in primary school, there is little difference in secondary school inequalities between
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countries with and without tracking; instead at high levels of inequality in primary
school, tracked systems tend to become more unequal than untracked systems.
For illustrative purposes, we now attempt to interpret the results relative to the effect
of tracking on family background inequalities in terms of the structural parameters of
the achievement growth model (“Validity of pooled individual difference-in-differences
models”). As already remarked, however, due to the restrictive underlying assumptions
and the small sample size in the step-2 estimation, this structural interpretation of the
results is to be taken with caution.
Since the intercept does not significantly differ from 0, we should conclude that “new
inequalities” developed between primary and secondary schools given prior achievement, represented by β, are similar in tracked and untracked systems (or perhaps even
lower in tracked systems, since the point estimate is negative although not statistically
significant). Instead, carry-over effects of previous family background inequalities in
achievement, represented by θ , seem to be larger in tracked countries than in untracked
countries, as implied by the substantially higher slope estimated for the former. In other
words, according to this interpretation, the reason why family background inequalities
tend to widen between primary and secondary school in tracked systems relative to
untracked systems is because the gap between well- and poor- performing children in
primary school (already socially determined) widens more in the former as compared
to the latter. This seems reasonable: in tracked systems, well-performing children attend
the academic track as compared to more labor-market oriented schools more often
than low-performing children, although with different probabilities across family backgrounds. Thus, the gap between well- and poor- performing children may widen more
sharply in these countries than in comprehensive school systems.
Difference‑in‑difference with pooled individual regression models

For illustrative purposes, we also show the results of difference-in-difference estimation on pooled-countries individual models M1 and M2, with the tracking regime as the
variable of main interest and gender and age as controls. The model was run on a total
of 240,273 individuals taking either the PIRLS or the PISA test, in the 24 countries of
Table 1. The DID estimate turns out to be 22.50 (significant at the 0.10 level) for M1 and
24.83 (significant at the 0.05 level) for M2. Interestingly, these estimates are not sharply
different from the value 20.40 delivered by the two-step estimation model (21a) and
showed in Table 3 column (3). The reason is that in this particular case inequalities at
t = 1 are very similar on average in the two regimes: as shown in Table 2, the mean F-gap
is 83.5 points in tracked countries and 83.4 in untracked countries. Thus, in this particular case we fall into one of the fortuitous circumstances thoroughly discussed in “The
scaling issue in difference-in-differences pooled individual models”, where the results
of M1 and M2—although delivered by unnecessarily restrictive and weakly transparent
models—happen not to be meaningless, as the estimated DID ends up being expressed
in the metric of test scores at t = 2.
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Discussion and conclusions
This article aims at contributing to the literature that reflects on the correct use of international learning assessments in econometric modelling (e.g. Jerrim et al. 2017). The specific
purpose of this paper is to provide an in-depth analysis of difference-in-differences strategies aimed at evaluating the effect of institutional features on learning inequalities, exploiting
international assessments administered to children of different age. In the existing literature,
difference-in-differences has been carried out with two-step estimation by Hanushek and
Woessmann (2006), who analyzed the effect of early tracking on overall inequalities (captured by test score variability indexes). Other scholars, instead, analyzed the effect of early
tracking and other features of the educational system on family background inequalities
(captured by the family-background regression coefficients), using individual level models on
data pooled from different countries and different assessments. We demonstrate that scaling
issues entailed by using non-equated test scores at different stages of schooling may severely
undermine the validity of the results delivered by difference-in-differences pooled individual
level models. Scaling issues do not apply instead to two-step estimation. Hence, provided
that difference-in-differences be reputed a valid strategy for the problem at stake, we view
two-step estimation as a much better alternative to pooled models’ estimation. Our methodological discussion can be extended to different institutional effects13 and different research
areas. For example, the scaling issue may be relevant when analyzing the impact of policies
on fundamental individual characteristics changing over the life course, other than learning—for example, health, well-being or life satisfaction—for which different measurement
tools are needed as people grow up from early childhood to adulthood (Lippman et al. 2011).
In the empirical section of the paper, we analyze the effect of early tracking on inequalities in reading literacy. Consistently with the methodological discussion, we apply two-step
analysis on both overall achievement inequalities and family background inequalities. Our
findings are that, given inequality in primary school, inequalities in secondary school are
substantially larger in early tracking than in late tracking countries. When focusing on family
background inequalities, we find that the difference between tracking regimes increases with
inequality in primary school: early tracking seems to be detrimental to equity in particular
in countries with strong inequalities already existing in primary school. Results on overall
inequalities (measured by test scores’ standard deviations) go in the same direction, but are
somewhat weaker. Altogether, our evidence is that early tracking increases achievement inequalities, in particular by widening the difference between children of different social origin. Pushing our conclusions even further, there is some evidence that the reason why family
background inequalities tend to widen in tracked relative to untracked systems between primary and secondary school, is not related to a larger gap developed within this time span
between previously equally performing children of different social origin, but instead to different carryover effects of inequalities already existing in primary school. More research is
needed to confirm these findings and provide a fully convincing interpretation for them.
A remark on the limitations of policy evaluations based on cross-country analyses is also in
order. In general, results are not easily interpretable in causal terms. The main reason is that
countries vary on a multitude of characteristics, so it is difficult to ‘hold other things constant’.
This criticism applies in particular to conventional cross-section analyses, but despite milder
13

For example, strength of the private sector, the degree of autonomy and time devoted to instruction.
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conditions required, it may be directed also to difference-in-difference models. Another reason is sample size, because identification of policy effects is reached by exploiting cross-country variability in institutional variables, and the number of countries is usually small. In spite of
these limitations, it is only by gathering evidence from different contexts and analytical strategies that we can make general statements on the effects of the policies or institutions of interest. Since institutions/policies are rarely subject to reforms (and if they do, it is ‘by luck’), we
think it would be unwise not to exploit the great opportunity provided by international standardized learning assessments to build knowledge on how schooling policies and institutional
arrangements relate to educational outcomes. Yet, modelling strategies have to be transparent, as well as the underlying assumptions and the conditions for the validity of the results.
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Appendix A: Empirical materials: variables’ definitions and data sources
See Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4 Variables’ definitions
Individual variables

Definition

Population under study
Natives

Children with at least one parent born in the country

Social background
Books at home

Parents with tertiary
education

Ln(n° books at home)
Children report the number of books at home, based on pictures depicting different
numbers of shelves
Classification in PIRLS is 0–10; 11–25; 26–100; 101–200, > 200
Classification in PISA is 0–10; 11–25; 26–100; 101–200, 201–500, > 500
The last two classes in PISA have been aggregated, so the two classifications are now
identical. We have considered the central value in each class (500 in the highest
class)
In practice we use the following values:
Ln(5) = 1.61; Ln(13) = 2.56; Ln(63) = 4.14; Ln(150) = 5.01; Ln(500) = 6.21
At least one parents with tertiary education = 1
No parents with tertiary education = 0

Control variables
Age

Country-specific quartiles’ dummy variables (1°–4°)
We consider age in classes to allow for non-linear effects. The effect of age on test
scores is unlikely to be linear. On the one side, the literature reports consistent
evidence that older children tend to perform better (for example, in systems where
regular children enter first grade in a given calendar year, children born in January
tend to perform better than children born in December). On the other side, older
children might be weaker. In some countries, there is flexibility in the age of first
entry at school, so immature children might enter later, In other countries, poor
performing children may be forced to repeat the school year, so older children are
likely to be children who have experienced a grade failure
Quartiles are country-specific. This is particularly relevant for PIRLS,
as regular age and age variability of 4th grade children varies
substantially across countries

Gender

Female = 0, Male = 1
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Table 5 Age of tracking by country and data source
Country

Age
of tracking

source

Austria

10

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Belgium

14

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Bulgaria

14

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Canada

18

Education system Canada-EP Nuffic (2015) “The Canadian system described and
compared with the Dutch system”

Denmark

16

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

France

15

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Germany

10

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Hungary

10

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Israel

15

Education system Israel-EP Nuffic (2015) “The Israeli system described and compared with the Dutch system”

Italy

14

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Latvia

16

https://www.aic.lv/portal/en/izglitiba-latvija

Lithuania

16

https://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/872/Lithuania-EDUCATIONAL-SYSTE
M-OVERVIEW.html

Luxembourg

12

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Netherlands

12

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

New Zealand

16

https://www.oecd.org/education/EDUCATION%20POLICY%20OUTLOOK%20NEW
%20ZEALAND_EN.pdf

Norway

16

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Poland

16

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Romania

16

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission
Eurydice Italia: “Sistemi scolastici europei 2012”, Indire, European Commission

Russian Fed

16

https://www.alberta.ca/documents/IQAS/russia-international-education-guide.pdf

Slovakia

11

OECD (2014): “OECD Reviews of Evaluation and Assessment in Education Slovak
Republic”

Slovenia

15

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Spain

16

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

Sweden

16

Eurydice: “The structure of European Education systems 2012”, European Commission

USA

18

https://isss.umn.edu/publications/USEducation/2.pdf

Appendix B: Second‑step results. Robustness checks
See Tables 6 and 7.
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Table 6 Countries with tracking at age 15 classified as untracked
Inequality measure
Overall inequalities

Family background
inequalities

SD

F-gap

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Constant

58.17***

65.24***

66.31***

88.77***

Tracking

6.50*

20.42***

Inequality measure at t = 1

0.486***

− 15.15

− 34.11

N countries

24

24

24

24

R2

0.368

0.400

0.558

0.657

Tracking∙Inequality measure at t = 1

0.387**

0.603***

0.328

0.336*

0.657**

Under the heading SD we report results relative to the effects of tracking on the country standard deviation. Under the
heading F-gap we report results relative to the effects of tracking on the difference between tertiary educated parents with
the largest number of books and no tertiary educated parents with the lowest number of books: F-gap = [ln(500) × c1+ c2] −
ln(5) × c1, where c1 and c2 are the coefficients of the family background variables: ln(books) and tertiary education

Columns (1) and (3) refer to the model with no interaction; columns (2) and (4) to models with interaction between the
tracking indicator and inequality at t = 1
*0.05 < p value < 0.10, **0.01 < p value < 0.05, ***p value < 0.01

Table 7 Tracking variable: number of years since tracking
Inequality measure
Family background inequalities

Overall inequalities

F-gap

SD

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Constant

76.71***

82.05***

63.32***

63.60***

No years since tracking

4.00**

0.848

0.494

Inequality measure at t = 1

0.538***

− 3.86

N countries

24

24

24

24

R2

0.503

0.540

0.286

0.287

No years since tracking inequality
measure at t = 1

0.473***

0.438***

0.089

0.434**
0.004

No years since tracking is defined as (15 − age of tracking) if tracking occurs up to age 15, is equal to −1 if tracking occurs
after age 15 (not yet occurred). Under the heading SD we report results relative to the effects of tracking on the country
standard deviation
Under the heading F-gap we report results relative to the effects of tracking on the difference between tertiary
educated parents with the largest number of books and no tertiary educated parents with the lowest number of books:
F-gap = [ln(500) × c1+ c2] − ln(5) × c1, where c1 and c2 are the coefficients of the family background variables: ln(books) and
tertiary education
Columns (1) and (3) refer to the model with no interaction; columns (2) and (4) to models with interaction between the
tracking indicator and inequality at t = 1
*0.05 < p value < 0.10, **0.01 < p value < 0.05, ***p value < 0.01
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